Which Word?

Parent Directions: Have your child read each sentence and circle the word with the correct ending. Have your child write the word on the blank to complete the sentence and then write whether the word has a long e or a long i sound.

1. I didn’t mean to ________________ that my brother spilled the milk on purpose.
   impley  imply  implie  Sound: ________________

2. How many people are in your ________________?
   familey  family  familie  Sound: ________________

3. That was really an ________________ sound coming from outside.
   eerey  eery  eerie  Sound: ________________

4. The ________________ game was really exciting.
   hockey  hocky  hockie  Sound: ________________

5. Did you bring an extra ________________ of snacks for our hike?
   suppley  supply  supplie  Sound: ________________

6. The football player wore a red and white ________________.
   jersey  jersy  jersie  Sound: ________________